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ABSTRACT. In this paper the phenomenon of ii|berrupted wave synchronisation of 
an automatic phase control circuit has been studied. Th(| response of such a circuit preceded 
by a tunable high Q circuit to an interrupted sinusoid has been analysed. Simple but not 
very accurate expressions for the locking range of the APC systems when the incoming signal 
is an interrupted one have been derived. When the APC circuit is not preceded by a tunable 
high Q circuit it has been found that the looking range increases with increasing values of the 
rate of interruption and duty cycle of the incoming wave. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
have been preaonted for sideband locking. I t  has been found that the locking of the Iccal 
oscillator with any of the Fourier’s Component becomes easy when the conventional APC 
circuit is preceded by a tunable high Q circuit. Experimental results regarding carrier and 
side band locking range have been pi^sonted and found to be in good agreement with the con­
clusions of the analysis.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Locking phenomena in an automatic phase control circuit with a CW signal 
have been studied by many authors (Bichman, D., et al 1954). In this paper 
locking phenomena in an automatic phase control circuit with an interrupted conti­
nuous wave signal with a high value of carrier to noise ratio (GNB) will be examined. 
Direct synchronisation of a continuous wave oscillator with an interrupted sinu­
soid has, however, been studied in detail by Fraser, D. W. Injection synchronised 
oscillators, however, suffer from the defect that the independent control of the 
synchronisation range and the noise bandwidth of the system could not be achieved 
without affecting the stability of the local oscillator. As such method of indirect 
synchronisatibn—automatic frequency control (AFC) and automatic phase control 
(APC) of an oscillator were suggested. In an AFC system the frequency of the 
local oscillator is compared to a reference frequency and thus this system requires 
a finite error although small, in the frequency of the local oscillator for its required 
operation. The phase looked system (APC), on the other hand, requires no steady 
state error in the output frequency of the oscillator but instead utilises an error in 
the output phase which is the ‘intbgrar of the controlled variable i.e. the output 
frequency.. Thus, here these psd^meters can be controlled independent of one 
another.
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I t  has been shown that in the case of CW synchronisation an idea about 
the average network gain of the loop filter and maximum possible synchronising 
range gives a reasonable estimate of the locking range and locking time (Chakrabarti, 
N. B. et al, 1964). A typical block diagram of an APC circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 
The input to the system, in contrast to the case of CW synchronisation, consists of 
a single tone CW signal which is being interrupted at a suitable rate. The spectral
Fig. 1. A typical block diagrair of an automatic phase control circuit incorporating a phase 
detector, a low-pass filter, a reactance modulator and an oscillator.
components of the input wave consist of a carrier and side«band components which 
are separated from the carrier frequency component by the frequency of interrup­
tion and its multiple thereof. From this one can easily conjecture that the local 
oscillator can be made to look with any one of the Fourier Components (of couse 
with proper choice of system parameters). If  the input is a stable one that is if 
a CW wave being interrupted is derived from a crystal oscillator and the waveform 
causing interruption is also stable, then oscillation with stable phase and frequency 
can be obtained by locking an oscillator or oscillators with the different sideband 
components. Such a technique permits saving of crystals in a frequency 
synthesis. Another very important use to which this phenomenon of interrupted 
wave synchronisation may be put is to convert a PRF mdulation into frequency 
modulation.
In section 2 the governing equations of an APC circuit with an interrupted 
CW signal as the input have been derived. In section 3 the simple APC circuit has 
been studied in detail and an equation for the looking range in terms of the duty 
cycle of the input wave and the system parameters has been derived.
Section 4 deals with the analysis of an APC circuit with s  low-pass filter 
in the loop. In this section an expression for the looking ratio for the carrier 
frequency component has been presented.
Section 6 presents an analysis of this simple APC circuit when it is preceded
by a tunable high Q circuit. Expressions for the looking range for the side-batid 
components are also given.
Section 0 deals with the analysis of the APC oironit inooiporating a W -p a ss  
ter in the loop and preceded by a high Q tuned oirouit. This is followed by a 
description of the experimental set up and a disoussioa of the experimental results
regar “g carrier looking range and sideband looWng in aeotion 7. Bxperimentid
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results are in good agreement with the oonolusion of the analysis presented in the 
text.
D E R I V A T I O N  O F  THE L O O P  E Q A T I O N S
Let us consider the typical APC circuit, w i^  a low^pass filter in the loopj 
Ibr synchronisation with an interrupted sinusoici having a duty cycle of T/Tr 
(Fig. 1). During the on-period of the input wai^ the phase-detector acting as 
an error sensing device of the loop produces an output sin <f>) that controls the 
instantaneous phase or frequency of the voltage |ontrollod oscillator through the 
low-pass filter in the loop. Hero /i is the sentiti^ty  of the phase detector and^ 
is the instantaneous phase difftucnce between thfc reference input and the local 
oscillator during the on-period. During the off-^riod the instantaneous phase 
or the frequency of the VCO is controlled by the stored energy in the low-pass 
filter in the loop during the on-period of the input Wave. The governing equation 
of tlie APC loop for the on-period is given by
dt Q —KF{p) sin^,
and that for off-period Is given by
d ^
dt =  a - f i e S ) ,
where
— ~S
... (2. 1)
... (2.2)
(2.3)
and yff is the sensitivity of the reactance tube; F(p) is tlie filter transfer-function 
and K  is the maximum possible synchronising range in radian per second and 
and e(fj) is given by
e(fi) =  /»8in0(fi) ... (2.4)
and is the impulse response of the filter network at time t =
T H E  S I M P L E  APC C I R C U I T
The simple APC circuit consists of a phase detector and a voltage controlled 
oscillator. The governing equation of such a simple circuit is given by
#  =  Q - I f  s in^ , 0 < t ^ T  dt (3.1)
and
8
^  =  T < t < ^ T r (3.2)
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where the flymbols have their usual signifioance. I t  is to be noted th a t looking 
can only occur when open loop frequency error is less than the maximuin possible 
synchronising range K  and the net phase shift between the local oscillator and the 
reference input is zero. Expressed anal3d;ically
Tr
1 ... (3.3)
i.e. /  {H—K  sin 4^) +  /  Q == 0 (3.3a)
which on comparison with Eq. (3.1) and on integration yield the following simple 
equation
2 tan"^ 1 _ X tanh
-2 tan~^ [ ‘ tanh K(t^-\-nTr)
=  x ( \-n )K T , (3.4)
where x stands for the locking ratio jK  and n represents the duty cycle of/the 
input interrupted wave and <o is the constant that determines the initial difference 
of phase between the local oscillation and the reference oscillation. The value 
of <Q can bo found from the fact that a t the edge of the band of synchronisation 
it can be assumed with a fair degree of accuracy tha t the phase difference is very 
approximately equal to w/2 I'adians. Therefore, with this assumption one can 
write from Eq. (3.9)
tanh I K tL (3.6
Therefore, comparing Eq. (3.4) with Eq. (3.5) one can easily show tha t the looking 
equation is given by
V l —X*
)
__? ta n h  (n K T rV ^Z !l^ .\^  1 + x  \ 2 /
=* l- - ta n [(I-» )a ! i: r r /2] 
l'ftan[U~»)*jK '2’r /^ ... (S.0)
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In many practical situations the phase-diiforence between- the local oscil­
lator and the reference input is not very large and ii| this case the linearised version 
of the loop gives a reasonably accurate result. |Dhis is obtained when sin^  is 
replaced by tt/2 • ^  which can be done only when f  lies within —nj2 and + 7t/2 . 
In such a case the governing equations of the loo^ are given by
d i a 7T
and
d t =  a
(3.7)
(3.8)
Thus the instantaneous value of the phase d ifferent <f> is given by 0 <  / <  T
+  - » ]  -  (3.9)
and corresponding equation of lock-in can be written as
- I  (» > •-1 S )  -
which on simplification yields,,
... (3.10)
Q
K ' ... (3.11)
where Wr is the repetition rate of interruption measured in radians per second 
T H K APO L O O P  W I T H  A L O W-P A S S  F I L T E R
In this section the behaviour of the automatic phase control circuit incorpo­
rating a low-pass filter in the loop will be discussed. The operation of this circuit 
is different from the APO circuit without filter. This is because of the fact that 
during the on-period of the input signal, the instantaneous phase or frequency 
of the local oscillator will bo gradually pulled towards that of the reference input 
provided the open loop frequency error is less than the maidmum permissible 
value of the locking range. If  the open loop frequency error is less than the 
maximum permissible value of the looking range, the frequency or the instanta- 
taneous phase of the local oscillator will be locked in s3mohronism with the refer­
ence input within a very short time compared to the on-period of the incoming 
wave. The control signal, obtained as a result of comparison of the instantaneous 
phases of the local oscillator and reference input is a d*c. potential tha t m anage 
to maintafai the synchronism between t h ^ .  This d.o. potential depends on the
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time constant of the low-pass filter, the duty cycle of the incoming signal, open loop 
frequency error and the strengths of the oscillators and the reference input.
During the off-period the error signal is absent but the d.o. potential, which has 
been stored up in the low pass filter during the on-period, will try  to hold the ins­
tantaneous phase of the local oscillator to the locked value during the off-period. 
However, the phase will drift away from the locked value and reach a value wihch 
wiU be governed by the duty cycle as well as by the characteristics of the filter. 
The local oscillator is said to be synchronised if cither of the following conditions 
is satisfied viz.,
(i) the reduction of the phase difference between the local oscillator and 
the reference input during the on-period must compensate thedrift of phase differ- 
once between them during the off-period,
(ii) the phase of the local oscillator should attain a steady value a t the end 
of the successive on-period of the input wave.
In this section an expression for the carrier locking ratio CljK will be derived 
with respect to two filters one having no limiting high frequency and the other 
a finite high frequency gain.
K I L T E K  W I T H  N O  L I M I T I N G  H I G H  
F B E Q E N C Y  G A I N
Let us consider the APC loop with the low-pass filter as shown in Fig. 1. 
Assuming that the phase difference lies within —zr/2 and -fw/2 one can then with
2a resonable degree of accuracy replace sin ^  by — • <}> and write the governing 
equation of the linearised APC loop as
_ dhjt , , 2 jj-, _
TT (4.1)
where t is the time constant of the filter network. The solution of .which is given by
F + F  F  ) + “ ^]
for —  K r  «  1  ft
( in d « Jw « + O sm (V |-^ T  ^+(9] e x p ( - - ^ ) . l j r T » l  ... (4J)
where
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C?8in 0 =  5S„—
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C cos 0 ! “ + 4 ( 4 ”.- ? )
S/tt' K
(4.4)
and ^  =  ^0 i =  0.
In  this sub-seotion the equation for lookiitg ratio will be derived. This 
is based upon the utilisation of the linearised ^lutions [vide Eq. (4.2) and Eq.
(4.3) of Eq. (4.1) and the first condition of scclion 4]. Bcmembering this one 
can easily show (see Appendix A) that the governing equation of the loop during 
the off-period is given by
dt ®  [ r  y  +  K  { (^ " -2  i ) + ' “ }] ■ -
[n K r « l
and
{ e ^ ' r - l ) + 4 C e ~ ^ ^  sin ( V |-JT r |: - t a n - i  
+ — ( t a n- i - y / A^ r - ^  ) 1 . K t»  1
V - i f r   ^ ^  ^^ n
The solutions of Eq. (4.5) and Eq, (4.6) are respectively given by
m  -  O P - D + J C r ^ g - 1 + ^ -  { ( f > . - | ' | ) + C r } ]
(4.6)
X (exp ( - i ) - e x p  1 ... (4.7)
and
# ) ' Q ( t-T )+ K T g  J + ^ T ),  1  JTt »  1 ... (4.8)
whne SB ^ T )  a t time t =  T  and q stands for Uie right-hand side of Eq. (4.6). 
®Wn these two equations one can easily show that the lotfidng ratios O / £  of the ■ APO oir^t trith a low-pass in the loqp are given by
216
Tr
TrT
T 2KT.
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e “
) + e -  ^ } ] /  [ K T r { \ - n ) + ” nKTr
-2
for —K t 17T
and for the case when S/nKT ^  I
1 -  [ ,.o» ( V  ^  )  ^ “ » ( V v  ^ ’ v )  ]
(4.9)
a ,
K
’ +  [ (  ^ t ) - “ • ( V ]
(4.10)
F I L T E R  W I T i r  F I N I T E  I f l C Ml  F K E Q E N C Y  C A I N  
In this siib-Rection carrier locking e^qimtkm for the APC circuit with a low-pasa 
filter with finite high frequency gain will he derived. This is based upon the 
reasonable assumption, although not a very accurate one, that at the end of the 
on-period of the input wave the instantaneous phase-difference ^ attains a steady 
state value. The governing equations of such an APC circuit are given by (see 
Appendix B)
d<j)
(U ■ Q_ -  / f .
2
n
d<b 
dt '
l+(l+a;)pT
The solution of Eq. (4.11) can be written for the case when
(4.11)
^-(l+a;)/!:T >  ( l+ la :i rT )2 as
7T 7T
^  Q 
2 Z -1- C e-“‘ sin (fit+O)
(4.12)
(4.13)
where C and 0 are constants to bo determined from the boundary conditions,
namely, at time f, — 0, <j> = <f>^ and at time t = T, =  0, ot and are given bydt
a = '
1 + -- xKr7!
2(l+a;)r
fi-
J i .  (l+a;)A'T-(l+.l ar^ T)*» jr n
2(l+a?)r ... (U 4)
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The instantaneous value of the phase difference during the off-period of the signal 
is given by
■ r  +  [ “  - T
- ( 1 + *)’- [ Q— ] ®*p(  ). -
;
where m is the ratio of a.o. to d.c. gain of the fil|er network. Comparing (4.13) 
Eq. (4.14) one can write the carrier locking equatfcn as
(1 -+»)T I f2- l  mK(j>(T)L 7T exp - -  rn K T r- ^ It (l-fa;)T
mkT
(4.16)
Although it is not very difficult to find an expression for the locking ratio (0/A^) 
in terms of the system parameters from Eq. (4.16) it is considered reasonable to 
mention the conclusion of the analysis which are evident from Eq. (4.16), viz.,
(i) the locking ratio (il/AT) will increase with increasing value of the repetition 
frequency ( /) ,  (ii) it {QjK) will also increase with increasing value of the duty 
cycle (w).
S 1 D K - B . 4 N 1 )  L O C K I N ' U - S I  M P l .  E APC C I K  C V I T
In this section locking phenomena in a simple APC circuit with respect to 
sidebaiicl components of the input signal will be discussed. Following Fraser's 
argument (Fraser, D. W., 1957) it is easy to show that the synchronisation of local 
oscillation with any one of the sideband components is feasible. I t  seems that 
locking can be achieved with a few of the sideband components around the carrier 
if the incoming signal to noise ratio is not high. This is because of the fact that 
for higher order sideband components locking range will be correspondingly small— 
not only because of the low value of the particular s3mchronising component of 
the input signal but also due to the effect of the R —C time constant of the self- 
bias circuit of the oscillator (op. cit. 2). Thus for synclironisation with higher 
order sideband components it is logical to expect that the local oscillator due to its 
inherent phase jitter may sometimes step out of synchronism with respect to the 
particular higher order spectral component of the input signal. In  view of the 
above fact is preferable to use a tunable high Q circuit to be followed by the APO 
circuit M shown in fig. 2. As the input to the high Q tuned circuit consists of 
a series of pulsed sinusoid so the input to the APC circuit consists of the required ' 
sideband oompdnent to which the high Q circuit has been tuned plus a few side.
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band coraponciita. For practical purposes one can ignore the effect of all the side­
band components on the locking behaviour of the APC circuit except two adjacent
Fig. lilocik diagram of aa Al^C <3ircuit preoocled by a tumiblo high Q circuit. The high
circuit ha« been assumed to be tuned to the first order sideband of the input interrup­
ted sinusoids of on-period seconds and repetition period Tr seconds.
components around the tuned component. Therefore, care should be taken to 
see that frequency of the local oscillator lies comparatively close to that of the 
wanted component of the input spectrum; otherwse, the local oscillator may 
unnecessarily be pulled towards the unwanted component. In ths section tech­
niques of sideband locking of an APC circuit preceded by a high Q tuned circuit 
will be discussed.
Let us suppose that the carrier amplitude in relation to the duty cycle of the 
interrupted wave is chosen in such a way that the locking range due to the carrier 
component is not greater than half the repetition rate of interruption of the input 
wave. Let us consider the case of locking the local oscillator with the help of the 
first order upper sideband component of the input wave. In  this case a sort of 
unwanted pulling of the local oscillator as stated elsewhere in the tex t may occur 
either duo to the carrier component or to second order upper sideband component. 
Thus when the frequency of tlie local oscillaior lies in between the carrier compo­
nent and the first order upper sideband component, tJie governing equation of the 
loop can be written as
dt Qi^—xK  sin
and
(6.1)
(6.2)
where 4>iu and are respectively the phase difference of the local osoillatoe of 
instantaneous angular frequency with respect to the first order upper sideband 
oomptonent and the carrier component and
“ ( S i (6.3)
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Again the corresponding loop equation for the case when the frequency of the local 
osticllator li(!S between the first order upper sideband component and the second 
prdor upper sideband component of the input wav0 can be written as
dt Cli^—xK  sinjiIttJ
and
^  Bin 9^2^ ,
(5.4)
(6.5)
where <j>2u is the phase difference of the local oscillator with rSmspect to the 
second order upper sideband component of the input w^ ave and
sm
V2U ==
2rr5Tj
V l+4<2*(----\ 0),.— COf /
(5.6)
Now for the case when the frequency of the local oscillator lies between 
the carrier and the first order upper sideband, in order to avoid pulling by the 
carrier component, it is desirable to satisfy the following coiiditioons
<  xK,
^  Veu' (5.7)
Similarly for the case when the frequency of the local oscillator lies between the 
first order and second order upper uiiper sideband components of the input w^ ave 
it is advisable to choose the loop parameters in such a way as to satisfy the 
following conditions
xK^
^ 2u ^  *** (®*6)
Therefore, the maximum possible locking range for the first order sideband 
component is given by
nT
(5.9)- i f )
inTITr)
APO O I B O U I T  I N C O B P O R A T I N G  A L O  W- P A S S  F I L T E R  
A K D  P R E C E D E D  B Y  A H I G H  Q T U N E D  C I R C U I T
In this section the effect of incorporating a low-pass filter in the loop on the 
sideband looking behaviour of an APO circuit when it is preceded by a tunable 
Wgh Q circuit will be discussed. Inclusion of the low-pass filter in the loop will, 
9
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however, introduces the so-culled pull-in phenonionu (Chukruburti, dl, 1964). 
The response to transients may no longer be deadbeat even if the initial difference 
frequency lies within the locking range and instaneaneous frequency may drift a 
few boat cycles of continuous decreasing frequency till equillibrium is reached. I t  
has boon shown (op. cit.) that in such a case the locking range of the APC circuit 
depends on the average gain of the filter network over the range d.c. to open loop 
frequency difference. Analytical expressions of locking range for different com- 
jjonents can be written as
sm ( f ) _iim cs^K- O(iixu), ... (6.1 )
tiT
Tr
... (6.2)
<^5*1 ~  Veu Oi^eu) ... (6.3)
Therefore following the arguments of section 5, can show that either of tli(^  
following conditions is to bo satisfied in order to avoid urmecessary pulling by tiu‘ 
unwanted component
X !> ) •••
!> ycu^i^cu) ••• (fi*b)
E X  r  E K I M E N T A L « E T V  P A M D K E S U L T 8
In this section we shall describe expt riniental set-up and discuss the expeii- 
incntal results in relation to the conclusions of the analysis presented in the text.
Fig. 3 shows the experimental set-u£) for taking measurements on the variation 
of locking range with the duty cycle of the input interrupted wave and for the
Fig. 3. Experimontal set-up for taking measurements on the performance of the APC circuit 
with respect to au input interrupted sinusoids. For sideband looking the switch is 
to be placed a t the dotted position.
side-band locking high Q-tuned circuit is to be used before the oonventinal 
APC loop. The circuit diagram of the high Q-tuned circuit is shown in the
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Fig. 4. The interrupted wave is obtained by means of an electronic switch.
As discussed in the text in order to observe fl^ciirately the phenomenon of
Fig. 4. The circuit diagram of a tunable high Q circuit, tun ing  can be adjusted by the vari­
able inductance L  and the Q value of this tuned circuit can be continuously adjusted 
by the 20K, potentiometer. Tn practice this 20K potentiometer consists of two poten­
tiometers —one for coarse control and the otlier for fine adjustment.
sideband locking of the voltage controllod oscillator it is necessary that the 
locking range of the VCO for sideband component with respect to half the sepa­
ration between the sidebands should be small. This, in effect, requires that 
the frequency stability of the local oscillator should be good. For this reason 
a Clapp’s oscillator with a varactor (V 33) for its control of frequency has 
been used for the observation of sideband locking. Otherwise, there is possibi­
lity that the system may fall out of synchronism with respect to the particular 
sidciband component of the input signal. This is because of the fact that 
the locking range of the particular sideband component is required to be small 
in orde^ T to avoid unnecessary pulling by the neighbouring sideband component. 
Tims the frequency instability of the local oscillator must be small compared to 
tlu‘. locking range of the system for the particular sideband component of interest. 
I ’hc local oscillator with the varactor (V-33), which is known to have a reasonable 
fr(Hiuency stability, is shown in Fig. 5. Care should be taken to see that the input 
amplifier feeding the phase detector should have a flat top response. Presence
5. A tjrpical circuit diagram of a Clapp’s oscillator with the varactor diode V-33 connec­
ted (with proper bias voltage) across the 16 pF capacitor for controlling the instan­
taneous frequency of the oscillator by means of a d.o. voltage to be applied in between 
the. input terminals^
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of dip anywhere in the characteristics may give rise to suprious effects (Biswas, 
1904).
Fig. 0. shows the variation of the locking range with the ratio of the on-period 
to tlie off-period for two different carrier levels. From this curve one can conclude
-g 1500
I  1000
%e!oQ
o
500
tmofm^ioDc/5CPRMR’U\/[LS-fi,,Rj,
Fig, 0.
0 20 40 60 80
Oii-poriod to off-poriod—►
Ompliiotil repro,ioriiatioii of ilio variat ion of tho locking rango of the AP(" aircjuii with 
<)N-()FF ratio of tho input inlerruptod wav<^  having oarrior lovols Aj and Ag and a
ropotitioii rate of 100 (i/s. A^  
loop is inset in tho figure.
grout or than Ag. Tho filtor network of t-lio APt)
that the locking range of the phase locked oscillator with an interrupted wave 
input approaches to that of the pliase locked oscillator with a CW input. Pig. 7
Fig. 7.
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Freq. of mUufr
Graphical roprosontation of the dopendonco of the Locking Range of the APC circuit 
on tho variation of tho Frequency of intormption of the input wave for two different 
values of the on-off ratios of tho input wave. Tho filter network is inset in the
diagram.
gives a graphical representation of the variation of the looking range with re­
petition rate of the input wave for two different values of the duty cycle of the input. 
I t  is to be noted that these results are in good agreement with the conclusions of 
the analysis of section 4.2. The experimental results regarding the sideband 
locking of the phase locked osoillj^tor is shown in the following Table !♦
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TABLE I
Centre frequency of the reference input 410 Kc/s; on/off ratio of the input
wave is unity
Dotiining of iho reference input Observed repetition frequency for 1 oinking
Inference from the observation for sideband locking experiment for difforent values of the carrier levels
:\ 1000 cyclos/second 
i  750 oyoles/sooond
Nearly 1000 cyclcs/sec. 
Nearly 750 cyclos/soc. The sideband locking experiment has boeft refloated for diherent carrier levels andrit has been found that lower carrier levels give better results on the observa­tion of sideband locking.
C O N C L E S I O N S
Tho phenomenon of locking of an APC circuit with an interrupted wavt^havo 
boon discussed fully. Locking range equation (vide Eq, 3.11, Eq. 4.10 and Eq. 
4.10) have boon derived. These equations are simple* as such simjilo analytical 
or graphical solutions are possible. Experimental results presented in this paper 
give an useful information regarding the variation of looking range of tlie VCO 
with the duty cycle of the input wave and th(' phenomenon of sideband locking 
technique of the APC circuit when it is preceded by a high Q tuned circuit. Ex­
perimental results are in good agreement with the simplified analysis presented 
in text. I t  has been found that the synchronisation of the local oscillator with 
any of tho sideband components of the input wave becomes easier when it is 
preceded by a high Q tuned circuit.
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APPENDIX
A. T krim tion  nf thf Looj> Equation o f the A PC circu it w ith  a  Low Pasfs F ille r  w ith  
N o L im iting High Frequeurg gain du rin g  the off-period o f  the Inpud, W ave
On eotnj)ori.son of Eq. (2.3) with E(|. )(2.4) one can write for the output of 
th(‘ low j)ass nit(‘r witli no finite hi^lv freqiK‘ncy gain a t the end of the on-period 
of <lu‘ in])ut wave as
c<i(0 == I  ehlre {ti)dt^.
■ }- e . - t l T  r,-tlr  ( MAehlTdt.. n r  0 . . .  (A .1 )
Ooinyiarin<j E(j. with E(]. (4.2) and E(|. (4.2) one can show that can be AATitten
n.s
foi*
and
K t <  <  J
-Ilr - J  ) +  sin l^ y j^ K T  K r n j
... (A.2)
sin( tan » ')
^ /2 A t ' 'a
fo r  _  K t >  >  ]
7T
(A.3)
Sukstitution of e (() from (A.2) and A.3) in Eq. (2.2) yields the loop equation for 
the off-pcriod of the input signal for the APC circuit with the low-pass filter,
B . D erivation  o f the Governing/ E quation  of the Loop du rin g  the off-period of the 
In p u t wave fo r  the F ilter w ith  f in ite  high F requency G ain
Let us consider the low pass filter with limiting high frequency gain as shown 
in Jig. In this way it can be shown that the impulse response of the network 
is given hy
m X exp
(  ( 1 + * ) t ) ’
. . .  ( B . l )
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whore S(t) is the Dirac’s delta function. Therefore the output of the filter at the 
end of the on-period of the filter network is given hy
(ii.2)
where Kj is a constant to be found frroiu thei boundary condition. Therefore 
the governing equation of the loop during tlio off-period is given by
(l-t-x)r) ’ ... (D.3)
whore is a constant to bo determined from the boundary condition at time i = T,
_  Q
dt
